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Her e's what 's BEen Happening at Highl and Oaks

Donal d Tr ump's inaugur at ion
After a very exciting election in 2016, Inauguration day has come and our new
president, Donald J. Trump, was welcomed into the White House on January 20th, 2017.
So what is inaguration? Let?s find out.
The first inauguration started with the first president of the U.S., George Washington.
It was in the Big Apple, New York City. Ever since then though, we hold it in our capital,
Washiton D.C. Every inauguration includes the oath of office followed by the inaugural
address.In the oath of office, the president pledges his allegiance to the U.S.A. Then, in
the inaugural address, the president states what he will do for America and what his plans
are for this country. In the end of the inauguration, the exchange of power happens and
the old president leaves the White House while the new one moves in. Let?s take a look at
Donald Trump?s inauguration.
To begin the inauguration, Mike Pence took the oath of office becoming the new vice
president of America. Next, Donald Trump took the oath of office with Melania Trump, the
First Lady, at his side. He swore to preserve, protect, and defend the constitution with his
left hand over Abraham Lincoln?s bible and a bible dating back from his childhood.
Finally, after all the oaths were taken, Donald Trump presented his inauguration speech.
He stated, ?From this day on it is going to be America first.? He emphasized that the
Americans will be heard. He said many things including, ?We will bring back our jobs, we
will bring back our wealth, and we will bring back our dreams!?, ?We will be protected by
god.?, ?We must think big and dream even bigger?, and ?You will never be ignored
again.? To conclude the inauguration, Donald Trump and his family left the platform,
moving to the White House.
So, after a long 2016, we welcome 2017 with our new president Donald Trump. All
Americans are excited to see what the future will bring and what will happen next.
By: Sohana (Newspaper St af f )

School dist r ict news
Do you ever read the district news? Well there are many new things
happening in the school district that will change education. Some things new
are being brought to schools all over the district. For example technology is a
big thing going around and we are starting to use it more than before.
Lately at Highland Oaks there has been lots of news.For example for all
you fifth graders, next year in middle school you will get to keep your chrome
book for the year and take it home. Isn?t that exciting? Also on the third week
of February there will be our annual spell-a-thon will be going on and you can
find the details on the school website. Do you ever wonder why you don?t get
as many flyers as you used to in the Wednesday folders? Well it is because
we use this thing called Peachjar and the district uses it, to send out digital
flyers to your parents.
Also there is big news happening at Arcadia High School too, if you
have some older siblings in the band or color guard then you will know that
they performed at the Rose Parade.Also speaking of Rose Parade, there is
this one float that is called the Princess and Royal Court float and there are
two girls from the royal court that go to Arcadia High.That should be a once in
a lifetime opportunity.
So, as you can tell there are many things that happen in the school
district.Maybe sometime you can take the time to read the school websites for
new information.You will never know what will happen in the later years
where we will have new supplies and new inventions.
By: Emily(newspaper st af f )

Book Nook
11bir t hdays
Lexile: 650
Age recommendation: 9+
272 pages
Attention Readers! Do you like books with
adventure or magic well then you should read 11
Birthdays by Wendy Mass!
Amanda has spent all her 10 birthdays with
her friend Leo. But after what happened at her
10th birthday, Leo and Amanda would no longer
be celebrating their birthday parties together.
Amanda wasn?t looking forward to her 11th
birthday. Her 11th birthday didn't go as planned.
The next day Amanda wakes up reliving her 11th
birthday, and the next day it happens again and
Amanda ends up reliving her birthday over and
over. How will Amanda get out of this situation?
Read the book to find out.
This book can be found in our school library!
By: ly l a (Newspaper St af f )

Theaccident al her o
Lexile :780
Age recommendation: 8 - 13
Pages : 496
Jack Blank already has a horrible,
dreary life in Saint Barbara. He doesn't have
any parents and he doesn't even know his full
name. While in the basement of his school, a
monster straight from one of his comics
comes out of a pool of water and tries to
attack him. Somehow a machine blew up,
destroying the creature. That day, an agent
arrives at his school and takes him away. He is
brought to Imagine nation and he's one of a
kind. But then, a huge threat strikes his new
home, and he's in the middle of all the
carnage. Jack blank?s power can either make
him become the savior of Imagine nation...or
the biggest threat that they had ever faced.
See Jack's future in the accidental hero.
By: l iong (Newspaper St af f )

t he r ose par ade
The Rose Parade happens once a year and that way you can see all the pretty
floats and all the school bands.This year, the Arcadia High School band performed in
the Rose Parade. Go Arcadia!
I got to go to the Rose Parade and see it live. There were many floats and school
bands to see. It was my first time seeing it live, and when you go, you have to wake
up early in the morning so that way you can get a good seat while watching. We had
to set up our chairs early in the morning before it started. Some people even camped
out the night before so they could get a better seat. We were walking around the
streets until there was a breakfast buffet held and got some food, and then sat back
down on our chairs to wait for the parade to start.The first float came and there was
singing and dancing going around aby Honda. When the parade began to be towards
the end, there was the Arcadia band and everybody started cheering and the band
was played songs while the color guard performed with their bright smiles. When it
was the end of the parade, everybody cheered and was excited and that felt like a
great start to my morning.
I thought the Rose Parade was a blast and an amazing experience.I think
everybody should try sometime in your life to come and see the magnificent floats
and awesome school bands.
By: Emily(newspaper st af f )

Science Cor ner
The Life Of A Star
A star's life begins in a beautiful cloud
of dust and hydrogen, the element most
stars have the most of. Gravity pulls the
clouds together and they create a baby
star. Baby stars are violent in their first
many years of life.

First stage

Middle Age

When it is middle aged, it becomes
more calm. This is the stage that our sun
is in. Few things happen except for a few
solar flares here and there.
Red Giant

Next the star becomes bigger and
redder. This is called a red giant. In fact it
can grow so big that it is possible in this
age the star could swallow up mercury! It
would be so hot that it could boil all the
water off this planet! But, don?t worry.
That won't happen for a very long time.
Bigger stars are called red supergiants
because they become bigger.
Lastly, it gives up and releases its gases
creating a planetary nebula. If the star is
really big, then the star could explode in a
supernova explosion.
If the star is about the size of our sun, it
will become a white dwarf. A star two
times the mass of our sun would
generate a neutron star. And If the star is
4 times bigger, it may become a black
hole.

planetary nebula

neutron star

white dwarf

black hole

By: Liong (newspaper st af f )

Cr eat ur es of Vummer l and
Once upon a time, there were two creature professors. Their names were Prof. Noskcaj
and Prof. Jumzee. They studied magical creatures, but one day someone let all of the
creatures loose. So Noskcaj and Jumzee had to go into the wild streets of New York to
retrieve their lost pets.
Jumzee saw it first. ?Our creatures are missing!? exclaimed Professor Jumzee as he gaped
at the open exhibit. Noskcaj heard Jumzee yell out, so he walked over to Jumzee. ?Jumzee?
How did they get out?? asked Noskcaj, out of breath. ?I think someone stole them. There are
footprints riddling the mud... see?? said Jumzee, pointing at size 5 footprints. ?OH EHM GEE!
THAT IS NOT NICE!? screamed Noskcaj, as he jumped into the exhibit. Noskcaj grabbed a
magnifying glass, and looked at the footprints. After he finished looking, Noskcaj ran into the
kitchen and called, ?Come to the kitchen Jumzee! I?ll show you how to flip the naan!? Jumzee
walked into the kitchen and watched Noskcaj. ?So, while you flip the naan, you want to say it
like: ?Na na na na na na na na na na na, NAANMAN!?got it?? Noskcaj told Jumzee. Jumzee
nodded, and went outside.
It was pouring rain outside. ?Come on Noskcaj, we need to find our creatures.? Jumzee
yelled into the castle. ?Okay!? Noskcaj yelled back to Jumzee. Noskcaj came running outside
a minute later, and ran back into the castle to grab his Mickey Mouse umbrella. ?Okay, let?s
go!? he said as soon as he got back out.
We went to New York, because why not, to look for the culprit. We even went to the Zoo of
Stuff. ?What?s up lol? Also you need those nice ca ching ca chings to buy a ticket lololol
mate.? the cashier told us. We gave the cashier $5,000,000,000,000,000 and he let us in.
There was a huge exhibit with alligators, except one had a gem on its head. Our stonegator!
Noskcaj snuck into the exhibit, and pulled the stonegator out. The security didn?t even notice.
Then, we saw someone with our Hamstergirbilgurderlolomgmlgbirdthing, so we walked over
to him. ?Give it please.? said Jumzee. ?No.? replied the man as he ran away. ?That is not nice,
and that is not allowed!? screamed Noskcaj, running after the man. Jumzee stayed back, and
teleported in front of the man. ?Thank you.? Jumzee told the man as Jumzee grabbed our
Hamstergirbilgurderlolomgmlgbirdthing. ?Okay bro let?s find da others creatures lol.? Jumzee
told Noskcaj. ?Well you have to make a list, so do that and cross off the stonegator and
Hamstergirbilgurderlolomgmlgbirdthing.? said Noskcaj. ?Ok bro.? replied Jumzee. In the Zoo
of Stuff, our Blurf Mouse was inside of a maximum security exhibit. We needed to distract
the security guards. Noskcaj grabbed a chicken from the chicken exhibit, and threw it. ?AHH!
CHICKEN ATTACK!? screamed the guards. Jumzee rushed in and grabbed the Blurf Mouse.
We walked back home, and put our creatures in the exhibit, and then closed up the glass
so they wouldn?t escape again. ?A job well done.? said Noskcaj.

By: Jackson (Newspaper St af f )

can you hel p t he canned f ood dr iv e?
From January 23rd to January 27th, our whole school participated in the
?Can You Help? Canned Food Drive. Students were asked to bring cans of food
and hygienic items to give to the Foothill Unity Center. The Foothill Unity Center
collects money, canned foods, and other essential items for the homeless and
the less fortunate. This drive is beneficial to many people and the class that
brought the most items got their very own class ice cream party!
Congratulations Mr. Homan?s class for your amazing contribution to this drive!
Have a nice ice cream party! During a Student Council Meeting, a special visitor,
named Ms. Jensen, from Foothill Unity came to ask for help with this drive. She
told us that Foothill Unity appreciates this drive. Thank you, Highland Oaks
Hawks, for helping us make a difference in someone else?s life!
By: Daniel l e(newspaper st af f )

side by side concer t
DId you go to the Side-By-Side Concert? Well, I did! The
Side-By-Side Concert is an amazing experience in many ways.
To begin with, the Side-By-Side Concert was on the 28th of
January. On that day you could hear 6 elementary schools play with
the Arcadia High School Orchestra 3. The Side-By-Side Concert was
performed at the Arcadia High School Pac. Also, the concert has been
going on for 4 years. But, that doesn?t mean that it will be the same
every time. In the concert, some kids from each school are chosen to
play with the High School. Also, the Side-By-Side Concert is an
amazing experience because you can hear your friends or family
perform on stage with the High School, and when you go to the
concert you can support your friends.
There are many other ways that the Side-By-Side Concert can be
an amazing experience. However, it can be very fun to watch and
listen to.
By: Far r ah (newspaper st af f )

Thenew 2017

Happy New Year! As you know, this year will be full of changes
and resolutions, and here at Highland Oaks Elementary, we Hawks are
no exception.
First, I am going to talk about resolutions. A resolution is a
determination to do something. One of the resolutions Mrs. Mattera
has is to help all students be ?successful academically and socially.?
She is also making a 4th and 5th grade group that will help with car
line.
Next, I will talk of the changes planned. Now, Kindergarten
students will be dismissed at the front of the school instead. Also, Mrs.
Mattera is looking for new rainy day ideas.
Ms. Mattera says we all must work together for ?successful
positive changes.? Happy New Year.
By Tanaya(newspaper st af f )

Val ent ine?s Day
Or igins and Tr adit ions
Chocolates, Candy hearts, Cupids. Valentine?s Day is here! But do you ever wonder
about the origins of this holiday?
The history of this romantic holiday isn?t very clear. Nobody is very sure. One story
about a saint called Saint Valentine. When the Roman Emperor decided to ban marriages,
Valentine realized the injustice of this decree, and married men and women in secret. There
is another theory, however. This theory states that the saint was really trying to help
persecuted Christians get out of cruel Roman jails. But, he got imprisoned himself. While he
was imprisoned he wrote a love letter to a young girl signed ?From your Valentine?. This had
become the first ?valentine?.
Some ideas, however, don?t have anything to do with Saint Valentine. They suggest this
holiday was based on the Roman celebration Lupercalia. The Roman priests would take a
strip of animal hide, cover it with animal blood, and walk down the street, gently touching
women with the blood-covered hide. Later, the women would all gather around a big urn
and place their names in the urn. Then, the men of the city would each pick a name out of
the urn and would be paired with the woman they chose for the year.
There are many ways to celebrate this holiday. The Welsh don?t celebrate on February
14th. They celebrate on January 25th. In Wales, men give their valentine ?lover?s spoons?.
These spoons are intricately carved with symbols and pictures that have different meanings.
The Danish also celebrate Valentine?s Day. On February 14th, the men give their beloved
gaekkebrev, or ?joking letters?. These are funny little poems written on an intricately cut
paper. Gaekkebrev are signed anonymously with dots. If a woman who receives a
gaekkebrev can correctly guess the sender, she wins herself an Easter egg later in the year.
In Japan, they celebrate Valentine?s Day twice. On the first day, February 14th, women
treat their sweethearts to lovely treats, such as handmade confectionary. They don?t buy the
candy as it is believed that store-bought items don?t show true love. On the next date, March
14th, called White Day, the men give back to their darlings, treating them with candy and
cards. In Korea, the traditions are same, but they add another day of celebrating on April
14th, which is called Black Day. On Black Day, couples go out to eat black-colored noodles.
Valentine?s Day is a wonderful holiday with an interesting history, full of romance and
wonder. Happy Valentine?s Day!
by:Tanaya(newspaper s st af f )

Chinese new y ear

You look around. Firecrackers! They burst into brilliant colors, and aromas fill your mouth.
Suddenly, a group of people dressed as a dragon rush past you. It?s Chinese New Year, and you?re
ready to celebrate.
The Chinese New Year, or the Spring Festival, as it is called by the Chinese, is a cultural festivity
celebrated in February. The date varies, but it remains the most important and popular holiday in
China, both on a social and economic level. Although younger or older generations celebrate it
differently, it is always a time for appreciation and relaxation. Chinese New Year?s is celebrated in
February, but the date varies depending on the zodiac, or a cycle of 12 different animals. This year is
the year of the rooster, and New Year?s fell on January 28th.
This is the most important of holidays for Chinese, preparations start a couple of weeks before the
big day: Families clean houses, prepare feasts, and hang decorations. There are many duties to do
before the New Year arrives.
At home, kids anxiously await the coming of the new year. This is a time for family gatherings
and the biggest feast of the year. Kids look forward to their lucky red envelopes-the equivalent of
Christmas presents. Instead of wrapping paper, each envelope has a saying in Chinese and some
money inside. Additionally, more modern cultures prefer to give gifts via tech, for example
instant-messaging friends a happy New Year. Chinese families also decorate their houses with
mandarin trees, and lots of shops and hotels also prepare for the festivities.
When New Year?s arrives, it?s not uncommon to see parades or floats. But the main celebration is
the feast. Duck and fish are musts-duck is traditional to eat on the New Year, and the word ?fish? in
Chinese sounds similar to the word for ?surplus?. If you celebrate the New Year with Chinese
cultures, prepare to be stuffed! Afterwards, children send fireworks of all different colors into the sky.
Each person throws three each. The first is a small firework. The second is bigger. The third and final
firework is the largest. This is symbolizing the ushering in of the New Year, and for each firework one
evil spirit is banished from the world.
Because there have been many new cultures introduced to America, it isn?t uncommon to see
parades in our country too. Places like the Huntington, Disneyland, and Universal Studios all have
celebrations for this special time of year.

By: Chl oe (Newspaper St af f )

Winnie t he pooh day
Januar y 18t h
You are younger than seven years old. You sit on your parents?laps and are mesmerized by the
television. Why are your eyes glued to the TV? Because, since you are young, you are watching Winnie
the Pooh. You are thinking of Winnie The Pooh?s author, A.A. Milne, is a writer mastermind. What
influenced him to write Winnie the Pooh? Were any of his characters influenced by his life? What was he
influenced by from Winnie the Pooh?
January 18th is Winnie the Pooh Day! It?s this day because that is the author?s birthday. He was
born on January 18, 1882. Author A.A. Milne characters were from people he saw everyday. For
instance, his son, Christopher Robin, was the inspiration of the character Christopher Robin, and Winnie
the Pooh was his very own teddy bear. Also, Winnie The Pooh?s name was based off of a real black bear
By: Daniel
l e (Newspaper
St af
)
named Winnie,
which
his son loved
to fvisit.
The real bear was actually a girl. Learning these new special
facts about A. A. Milne and his honey-loving character, Winnie the Pooh, has interesting and exciting.
One of our favorite authors can be honored and respected on this unknown holiday.
By: Winnieand Daniel l e(newspaper st af f )

The mov ie r ev iew
Hidden Figures is an inspirational movie about the three
African-American women behind the Nasa Space Program of the 1960s. The
storyline is interesting and at the same time, lets people know what really
happened. Every character has their own spunky personality that adds even
more
to the story. Even if you don?t like history or science, I still think you
.
would enjoy this movie. I would give this movie 4.5 stars because it wasn?t the
best movie in the world, but it did have a great design that intrigued many
people.
By:Winnie (Newspaper St af f )

Nat ional Peanut But t er Day
Guess what? January 24 was National Peanut Butter Day! Peanut
butter was first made by the Aztec and Inca Indians!? However, there are
other interesting facts.
Peanuts aren?t actually nuts, they are legumes, a fruit/seed in a family
of peas, beans, lentils, soybeans and many others. Alan Shepard, the
second person to go to space, brought a peanut with him on the trip. Did
you know that Thomas Jefferson and Jimmy Carter were peanut farmers.
There is also a condition called Arachnophobia (a·ra·chi·bu·tyr·o·pho·bi·a),
the fear of peanut butter sticking to the roof of one's mouth. Overall, the
United States spends at least $800,000,000 on peanut butter yearly.
By:Mel ody(newspaper st af f )

Nat ional gr ound hog day
Did you know that February 2nd was groundhog day? The day that
determines if winter will last for a extra 6 weeks or if spring will arrive
early.
It mostly determines the weather, if it is cloudy when the groundhog
comes out, it will be an early spring. However, when the groundhog sees
it?s shadow and immediately go back into it?s den, then winter will last for
6 weeks longer. In some parts of Pennsylvania, people have gatherings
called ?fersommling?, where food is served as they listen to speeches and
folk songs to witness and celebrate Groundhog day.
by: mel ody(newspaper st af f )

"man and t he manat ee"
Does human interaction with the Florida manatee help or hurt these wild animals? No, interaction
with the Florida wild sea animals hurt the them because then people are inferring with their life.
One reason is that they can?t live in peace is people keep on inferring with these wild animals. In
Kings Bay in Florida a lot of people are hurting the manatees by using motor boats and sometimes
killing the them because they are slow swimmers and they need to come up to the surface a lot of
times because they need to breathe the oxygen. If motor boats aren't careful enough they can harm
the manatees because the these species are close to the surface.
Manatees are endangered species. If people keep on using motor boats, the manatee species can
die out and become extinct. To prevent this from happening, we can stop using motor boats because of
the manatees.
Manatees are going to be extinct, because when guides are leading a group of tourists, the guide
sometimes will pick up a baby manatee and pass it to the tourist. This is a bad thing because if too
many tourists are holding the baby, when the mama manatee gets her baby back she might not even
recognized the scent of the baby manatee. If she doesn?t recognize the scent the baby can die because
it isn?t getting the food that it needs. If the manatees can?t even reproduce, how are the manatee
species going to enlarge? People are touching these manatees, and trying to ride this endangered
species. Local activist Tracy Colson says ?There should be no rubbing or touching?.
These are the reasons why interaction with these wild Florida Manatees are not good.
by: minna(t hir d gr ade cont r ibut er )

sav e t he f r ogs
Frogs are an endangered species, so help us protect them. A lot of things are hurting frogs
including fungi and habitat loss.
First of all, one particular threatening fungus is precarious to amphibians because it clogs their
skin and they can?t absorb the nutrients that they need from the water. Even though some scientists
raised some frogs in captivity, the other frogs are still dying from the fungus!
Another dangerous problem to the frogs is that people are cutting down too many trees and
animals are dying because they are losing their habitat in the rainforest. A way to prevent this from
happening is to persuade the woodland cutters to stop cutting down so many trees in the rainforest.
The reasons why we need to save the frogs is because frogs are part of our ecosystem. There
will be food loss because frogs are considered food to the humans and the other animals. If frogs go
extinct, bigger animals will not have enough to eat. Without frogs making tadpoles, the water in the
rivers will not be clean. Since tadpoles aren?t there to clean the water in rivers, fish will die.All of
these reasons are the reasons why we need to save the frogs!
by:akansha,mil l a,and minna(t hir d gr ade cont r ibut er s)

nat ional compl iment day
Attention Hawks! Did you know that January 24 was Compliment
Day. Did you participate? If not this year, then remember it for next year.
It?s pretty self-explanatory. Give a compliment to anyone you pass by and
brighten someone?s day! You can make new friends and start a
conversation with someone new. If you read the book Have You Filled a
Bucket Today?, it states that we all have an invisible bucket above our
heads and that they fill up when somebody makes them feel good. You
might have learned that doing a simple act of kindness can make
someone happier throughout the day. If you do these simple acts of
kindness, it makes everyone feel awesome. Who would want to be a
Bucket Dumper? Being a Bucket Dumper just lets people know that you
are always angry, and very few people like to talk to people who are only
going to get mad at them or hurt their feelings. Although this may be a
day where you compliment your fellow students, you have to remember
that just because it?s not January 24th doesn?t mean that you can?t
compliment others every day. Compliment Day is just so we can
remember that complimenting someone fills someone?s bucket. You can
be kind everyday, anytime, anywhere. Please remember, just because
you say some positive words to someone dosen?t mean that they have to
put you on a special pedestal or that you are better than anyone else. It
means that you are a good friend to everybody and living by the golden
rule. People will appreciate your comments and it will make them feel
good about themselves and so will you! Filling someone?s bucket just
doesn?t fill their bucket, but it also fills your own bucket! So remember,
January 24 is the official Compliment Day, but we can make everyday a
Compliment Day by being a little extra kind to others and by filling other?s
buckets, you are also filling yours!
by:Nat al ie(newspaper st af f )

int er v iew wit h t he pr incipal
Question: Where were you born, Mrs. Mattera?
Answer: I was born in Connecticut.
Question: Do you have any siblings?
Answer: Yes, I have 4 sisters and 1 brother who is the youngest.
Question: When you were little, what did you always want to be when you grew up?
Answer: I always wanted to be a teacher when I grew up.
Question: Cool! What is your favorite part of being a principal?
Answer: Hmmm. I have to think about that one. I?d say interacting with the students and
working with the teachers.
Question: That?s nice! Why do you think the 7 habits are important?
Answer: Well, I?m not using the seven habits this year, but I think that they make a strong
community.
Question: I agree. So for the last question, we just want to know if you have any advice
for the Hawks from Highland Oaks to successfully achieve their goals?
Answer: I think that if you follow your dreams and set goals, you will persevere!
Natalie: Fabulous answer! Thanks Mrs. Mattera! That?s all the questions we have for you!
by:Nat al ieand ly l a (newspaper st af f )

Lit er acy Week
Reading Takes You Places!
Highland Oaks School Literacy Week
February 27 - March 3, 2017
This year, during the week of February 27 ? March 3,
Highland Oaks School will join the National Education Association
in their ?Read Across America Program.? During this week,
students will be able to join in the following daily activities.
Monday ? ?Classroom Door Decorating Contest? Classes will begin decorating doors with
literature inspired decorations. Doors will be reviewed on Thursday to determine the
most outstanding doors.
Tuesday - ?Green Eggs and Ham? The cafeteria will be serving Green Eggs and Ham as
well as a cookie for lunch! We will celebrate the birthday of Dr. Seuss with a special guest
visitor during lunchtime.
Wednesday - ?Crazy Hat Day? Wear a literary character inspired hat (can be homemade)
or a readable print (newspaper) hat.
Thursday - ?Wear a Readable T-Shirt? Wear a Readable T-Shirt today. (Parents, please
make sure it is appropriate for school)
Friday - ?Pop Your Top and Read? Bring a can of juice (or other beverage). At an
appointed time, the entire school will go outside to pop our tops, relax and read!
Students will pl edge to ?Pull the Plug and Read? by turning off cell phones, computers,
television, and game devices for the next 24 hours! Parents, as well as the entire family,
can take the pledge. Imagine the newfound possibilities ? read as a family, play board
games, take a walk together?

So mark your cal endars, get set ,
and read, read, read!

NEWSPAPER IDEAS
If you have an idea for Hawk Headlines, please complete the Google Form
available through the link below. This may be something that you would like to
write about, an essay or poem that you are proud of, a piece of art, a class
activity,an outside of school activity, or anything else that you feel would be a great
addition to our school newspaper. All ideas will be considered, but depending on
the number of submissions, all articles may not make it to the publication. The next
edition is planned for March.

https://goo.gl/GoCCQq
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